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ABSTRACT:
“JESUS CHRIST” came into the world….

[1] To Promote “violence”?...
[2] To Promote “Racism and Casteism”?...
[3] To Promote his personality by doing “Wonders”?...
[4] NO... NO... NO...

This scientific research focus that “JESUS CHRIST” came into the world to translate meaning of “TIE MINISTRY” rather than doing emotional sermon. The philosophy of “TIE Ministry” shall mean…

[1] Translating the meaning of “EVERLASTING LIFE”
[2] Emphasizing the meaning of “HUMAN VALUE”
[3] Focusing the meaning of “PEACE”

According to BIBLE there were so many Commandments, Covenants were given to the ancient human populations by “HEAVENLY FATHER” right from “ADAM”, “EVE” to the period of “JOSEPH” “MARY” through various lineage of NOAH, ABRAHAM, JACOB MOSES, DAVID, DANIEL, SOLOMON, ISAIAH, JEREMIAH etc.
“THEN WHY JESUS CHRIST NEED TO COME INTO THE WORLD”?...

(i)

(LIFE LOGO)

(ii)

TIE (New Covenant)

[1] Right dot is “LOVE”
[2] Left dot is “MERCY”
[3] Centre dot is “HOPE”

[4] “TIE” shall mean three-in-one element in the Divine plan of Heavenly Father which can’t be separated. TIE shall mean “JESUS” or “NEW COVENANT”. “MINISTRY” shall mean Transformation of TIE into DEEDS and PEACE.

[5] - Author
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I. INTRODUCTION:

According to “BIBLE” prophecy was given through prophet ISIAIAH that “Behold the virgin shall conceive and bear son and shall call this name “IMMANUEL” even long before birth of “HOLY SON”.
“Then why the son was called as “JESUS” instead of “IMMANUEL”?...”

Do JESUS differs from IMMANUEL?...

Do IMMANUEL differs from CHRIST?...

Do CHRIST differs from JESUS?...

a. This scientific research focus that the origin of ADAM shall be considered as the Natural product of “J-RADIATION” (Zero hour radiation) composed of three-in-one fundamental particles photon, proton, Electron. It is speculated that the Heavenly Father (Super natural spirit) probably shall be called as “JESUS” as per Author’s understanding.

Proton is like LOVE (Son)?...

Electron is like MERCY (Mother)?...

Photon is like HOPE (Father)?...

It is further speculated that the “HOLY ADAM” probably failed to obey and do “good deeds” according to law of Heavenly Father and thus HOLY ADAM might become “ADAM” (HUMAN).

“JESUS” shall mean “SUPERNATURAL SPIRIT”.

“IMMANUEL” shall mean “DIVINE PRODUCT”.

Hypothesis and Narrations

a. It is hypothesized that the philosophy of “JESUS” shall be considered as “TIE” (New covenant) descended from supernatural spirit (Heavenly Father). Alternatively “JESUS” shall be called as “IMMORTAL SOUL” as described below.
a. It is hypothesized that the philosophy of Immanuel shall be considered as “Transformed soul” of JESUS. In other words Immanuel shall be considered as Image of JESUS as described below.
“CHRIST” different from “Immanuel”?

a. It is hypothesized that “Christ” shall been mean “good deeds” derived from transformed soul of Immanuel.

b. It is further focused that In the “Divine plan” of Heavenly Father, “JESUS”, “IMMANUEL”, “CHRIST” shall be considered as three distinguished persons having genetically varied characteristics as narrated below. In other words Heavenly Father become “good deeds” of Earth planet through JESUS, IMMANUEL, CHRIST.
[30] **Philosophy of “Heavenly Father”?...**

a. From biblical understanding it is hypothesized that “**Heavenly Father**” also called as “**GOD**” shall be considered as “**Supernatural Human**”. In proto Indo Europe language “**GOD**” shall mean “**KARI THIRI**”.

[31] ![Diagram of God](image)

[32] **Etymology of word SATAN?...**

a. Case study shows that the word Satan refers to **devil** or **evil person**. From biblical understanding It is hypothesized that Satan shall be considered as **HOLY PERSON**. The **HOLY ADAM** (before eating forbidden fruit) shall be called as **SATAN**. The etymology of English word Satan might be derived from the proto Indo-Europe root word **Sathian, Sathiya**. Further the English word Sat, Satyr, Saturation might be derived from the proto Indo-Europe root word.
II. CONCLUSION:

a. The philosophy of “CHRIST” shall mean “GOOD DEEDS”. “CHRISTIAN” shall mean person translating his Soul into Good deeds. Christianity shall mean focusing human value rather than religion.
KACHCHA THEEVU!... (TIE 2015)

TIE shall alternatively mean PEACE. TIE ministry shall mean translation of soul into good deeds and peace.

- Author
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